Poor science meets political neglect: Land use changes of high conservation value forests in Indonesia
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Abstract: Forest land allocation and use in Indonesia have been politically contested and characterized by poor data and competing interests of different institutions. This study analyzes the process of integrating scientific findings in policymaking about land use and changes. The focus is on the processes related to the changes of Highly Important Forest Zones with Strategic Values (Dampak Penting Cakupan Luas dan bernilai Strategis/DPCLS). DPCLS forests are unique as any changes require approval from the parliament to complement the processes at the Ministry of Environment and Forestry and must be based on rigorous scientific evaluation. This study uses the case of Riau Islands (Kepri) Province, previously part of Riau Province, which to date is one of only two Indonesian provinces yet to accept the forest zonings of the Ministry. The province’s strategic positions as exclusive economic and free trade zones make it further interesting in terms of land allocation as land becomes increasingly valuable for other uses. This paper specifically asks how the scientific investigation on the potential land use changes were conducted, how reliable the discoveries are, and how they were utilized in multiple steps at different institutions from the proposal evaluations to the approval stages. Our research indicates that scientific findings have rarely been integrated in policy making regarding DPCLS forests in Kepri Province. In addition, the scientific findings are weak; the institution producing them is heavily dominated by government officials and paid consultants/experts. The scientific body was only established to fulfill the formal processes required by the regulatory frameworks. Proposals and decisions on the changes of DPCLS forests in Kepri Province are more characterized by political considerations. The “scientific findings” of the current land use in Kepri Province is used as a political commodity (or commodities) to support the interests of actors.
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1. Introduction

The allocation, use, and management of forests in Indonesia have long been politically contested and are characterized by overlapping and even competing institutions and regulatory frameworks (Brockhaus et al., 2012; Myers et al., 2017). In general, the forest administration has been shaped by dual regimes, that is, forestland and non-forestland (Sahide and Giessen, 2015). The government of Indonesia has gazetted approximately 120 million hectares or approximately two thirds of the country’s land as state forest zones that are allocated into three main functions: production, protection, and conservation. Although forests have been gazetted as permanent zones, the legal frameworks allow changes of forest status to respond to the increasing land demands for non-forest uses, such as plantation, agriculture, industrial, and residential sites (Sahide et al., 2018).
Government Regulation (GR) No. 104/2015 stipulates that any changes in forest zoning, use, and function in Indonesia for economic development purposes must be based on scientific considerations, such as biophysical conditions and carrying capacity, and should be reflected in spatial planning, specifically at the provincial level (*Rencana Tata Ruang dan Wilayah Provinsi*/ RTRWP). The regulation specifies the important roles of comprehensive evidence-based research by a competent scientific authority to ensure the optimal balance between economic and environmental goals. In practice, land allocation also involves political processes involving various actors and institutions—at local, sub-national, and national levels; interests; and power (Brockhaus et al., 2012; Syahadat and Sabarudi, 2012; Setiawan et al., 2016; Prabowo et al., 2017). This paper assesses the links between both processes, whether research findings are sufficiently used in the political process of land use allocation.

Specifically, the processes related to the changes of Highly Important Forest Zones with Strategic Values (*Dampak Penting Cakupan Luas dan bernilai Strategis*/DPCLS) are analyzed. DPCLS can be technically classified as vital and high conservation value forests. It is unique as the Forest Law No. 41/1999 stipulates that any changes require approval from the parliament (*Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat*/ DPR RI) to complement the processes at the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF). This research uses the case of Riau Islands (Kepulauan Riau/ Kepri) Province, which consists of more than 2,000 islands scattered at the Strait of Malacca among Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo (Figure 1). The total area of the province is 251,810.71 km² with its water territory made up of 95.79% or 241,215.30 km². The forest resources extend only 3,880.61 km² of forestland with an additional mangrove ecosystem of 642.19 km². Kepri Province was previously part of Riau (mainland) Province. In contrast to the mainland Riau, which is yet to accept the Consensus-based Forest Land Use Planning (*Tata Guna Hutan Kesepakatan*/TGHK) of MoEF. Kepri has synchronized the forest maps in its spatial plans.

Figure 1. Map of Kepri Province (with own elaboration)

The limited extent of forests in Kepri Province makes some forest resources to be considered vital and important. Over the years, forests have been threatened by conversions for mining activities as the province has a large potential of mineral resources and energy. In addition, the strategic position of the province (e.g., the exclusive free trade zones of Batam, Bintan dan Karimun) potentially encourages further conversions for economic development zones, such as residential areas. Transforming forests into development areas in Kepri Province, as proposed in the revised provincial spatial plans (RTRWP), had been tedious involving relentless conflicts of interests among multiple institutions at different levels. The earliest proposal can be tracked back more than a decade ago, precisely in 2009. It has undergone multiple revisions and is not fully approved due to the perceived unreliability and inaccuracy of so-called scientific foundations. The approval processes...
involve complex and chaotic political conflicts between local and central governments, including the parliament. This paper specifically asks:

- How was the scientific investigation on the potential land use changes conducted?
- How reliable are the discoveries?
- How were they utilized in multiple steps at different institutions from the proposal evaluations to the approval stages?

We observe low confidence in the scientific recommendations for the political decisions on approving DPCLS forests. Scientific findings have rarely been integrated in land use policy making. We further find that proposals and decisions on the changes of DPCLS forests in Kepri Province are characterized by political considerations. Data and information of the scientific findings of current land use in Kepri Province are used as a political commodity to support the interests of actors.

2. Theoretical considerations

There is a growing scholarly interest to obtain better understanding on science-policy interaction/ interface in line with the growing promotion of evidence-based policy making. The bottom line of this is that policy makers are encouraged to use scientific information before making political decisions that potentially have considerable impacts and consequences. To assess whether scientific evidence is utilized in land use planning and allocation in Kepri Province, we employ the analytical lens of the RIU model (research, integration, utilization) established by Böcher and Krott (2016). The model initially focuses on the discussion on the transfer of knowledge in the field of forestry and environmental policies. It is also used to explain how research or scientific inquiries affect the politics of policymaking with actors involved rationally in all problem-solving activities.

The RIU model criticizes the classical linear model of knowledge transfer, that is, a linear/technocratic model (Stevanov et al., 2013). In the technocratic model, scientific findings can directly be used as the basis for policymaking deliberations as such findings are often perceived to have a higher value than the political process (Böcher and Krott, 2016). However, Forsyth (2003) argues that science and politics are inseparable and co-produced. In this case, science both influences and is influenced by politics. Policymaking itself is dynamic and involves political processes (Maryudi and Sahide, 2017). Actors may adjust and re-adjust their interests and strategies according to the developing political dynamics (Krott et al., 2014). Thus, a specific process must be used to translate research findings into political decisions. Science is expected to influence a policy, but many cases show that political actors often do not use science or even ignore it instead (Böcher and Krott, 2016). Importantly, data and information are often falsified to the extent that they support actors’ interests (Krott, 2005).

In highly contested issues, such as forest land allocation, decisions do not necessarily integrate scientific considerations; they may be based on actors’ behaviors and interests. The forest zoning (TGHK) of MoEF is seen as a conceptualization of “political forests” (Peluso and Vandergeest, 2001; 2020). Although TGHK is said to have been based on biophysical considerations, the maps are made on desks and often do not correspond with forested areas (Maryudi, 2015). TGHK is also said to facilitate specific interests for others (Peluso, 1995; Tacconi et al., 2019; Sahide et al., 2018; Fatem et al., 2018). Even the revised (synchronized) TGHK remains problematic to date (Setiawan et al., 2016), suggesting that the conflicting land use in the focal research case is driven by the fundamental problem of science-policy disconnects.

These factors highlight the crucial step of integration to enable the science-policy interface to function. Science integration directs the research on real problems to explain and find solutions. Do et al. (2019) argue that science and political practice work in different realms, and successful knowledge transfer must be based on how to bridge their differences. Specifically, the successful transfer of scientific knowledge must accommodate the practical demands of the political process. Note that meeting political expectations and practical interests does not compromise the quality of science itself (Dharmawan et al., 2017). Integration is thus a bi-directional process between research and political policymaking (Böcher and Krott, 2014). The movement of each activity is adjusted to the specific needs on which the movement is based, depending on the underlying policies or merely practical needs. Integration can be in the form of exchanging information to respond to practical
needs and gathering evidence (ibid.). In this regard, scientists may need to pursue different integration strategies. Nagasaka et al. (2016) point out scientists can also play as an integrator. The adoption of science in policy making can also be more effective with the support of an individual specialized in both identifying political problems and providing potential solutions (Polsby, 1984). This actor, as Böcher and Krott (2016) stated, can mobilize support from political actors (allies), playing as internal and external supporters for the integration process.

3. Methods

This research employed the analytical framework of the RIU model to explain how scientific inquiries meet the politics of policymaking with actors rationally involved in all problem-solving activities (Guston, 2001; Hulme, 2009). As previously mentioned, this study assessed the RIU processes related to the changes of DPCLS forests in Kepri Province. We aimed to describe the underlying factors of the long delay in the approval of DPCLS forest changes; how scientific knowledge, which was expected to be the foundation of the political decisions, was produced; how it was integrated in policymaking; and whether it was utilized. We also emphasized the roles and political positions of related actors.

In addition, we employed established methods commonly used for examining the politics of forest/land use policy and governance (Laraswati et al., 2020). Between August and October 2019, we conducted semi-structured interviews with important actors, including actors involved in integrated research, Kepri provincial government, and political decision makers in the executive (MoEF) and the parliament (DPR RI). The interviews were guided by a list of general stimulating questions around the following themes:

- The manner of balancing development and sustainability goals,
- The meaning of DPCLS to each actor,
- Variables considered significant and critical in making DPCLS approval and decisions,
- Actors’ expectations in the changes of the designation and function of DPCLS forests,
- Views on the scientific knowledge of DPCLS.

These topical questions were applied to facilitate ease of communication because of the highly political nature of the research. The aim of the strategy is to encourage interviewees to provide further details in comfortable settings (Maryudi and Fisher, 2020).

In addition, this research utilized several supporting data, such as various regulations regarding the allocation and use of forest data and the specific decrees issued for Kepri Province from repositories (Rahayu et al., 2020). We thus considered the regulatory repositories of MoEF and Ministry of Laws and Human Rights. Our research also benefited from the scientific report produced by the Integrated Research Team (Tim Terpadu/Timdu), including extensive meeting notes and discussion minutes regarding the chronological process at hearings and working meetings at DPR RI between 2012 and 2019.

The observations and reflections of the rich personal experiences of the first, second, and third authors were also used. Between 2014 and 2019 the first author was an expert staff member in the Commission IV of DPR RI in charge of the agriculture, marine, and forestry sectors, all of which dealt with the processes for the allocation of forest land use in Indonesia. The second author was the Director General (DG) of Forestry Planning and Environmental Management (Planologi Kehutanan dan Tata Lingkungan/PKTL) of MoEF between 2015 and 2017. The third author is the DG of PKTL between 2017-2021.

4. Results

4.1. Changes of DPCLS forests—proposals and approval procedures

Changes of DPCLS forests, regulated by Forest Law No. 41/1999 and its operational regulation (GR No. 104/2015), can be observed through five main stages (Figure 2). Article 30 of GR No. 104/2015 specifically stipulates that the Governor has the authority to propose forest changes, provide recommendations and considerations, conduct technical consultations with the (forest-related) Minister, and integrate the changes in the provincial spatial plans (RTRWP or revised RTRWP). The Governor’s proposal is then put forward to the MoEF as the basis to establish a Timdu
to conduct a comprehensive scientific study about the forest changes and assessments on their potential adverse impacts. As defined in the regulation, the team is composed of government institutions which “possess scientific competence and authority” and related stakeholders. However, it is usually dominated by the ministry’s experts from biophysical, socio-cultural, legal, and institutional aspects. In addition, the team’s work is financed by the Provincial Government, and the members are remunerated based on certain standards, covering meetings and data analysis, fieldwork, transportation, and accommodation. Hence, its independence can be in question.

Figure 2. Mechanism for Changing DPCLS Forest Areas

Article 16 of Forestry Minister’s Regulation (Permenhut) P.34/2010 states that the ministry’s technical team may fully or partially approve/reject Timdu’s comprehensive scientific study. The final decision on DPCLS forests is made by DPR RI after the MoEF review. DPR RI may also use Timdu’s comprehensive scientific study. Although the same scientific findings are used, the differences between MoEF and DPR may still appear at this stage. Based on the DPR’s approval, the Minister of Forestry and Environment must issue a decree on forest change, which the Governor must integrate in the RTRWP. The whole process is to be replicated when the Governor submits a new proposal of changes.

Kepri Province was previously a part of mainland Riau whose spatial plans (RTRWP), as regulated in the Regional Regulation (Perda) No. 10/1994, are yet to match the forest zoning of MoEF. Following the split in 2002, Kepri Province was obliged to create its own spatial plans, but the province only started the formal process in 2009. During the vacant time between 2002 and 2009, several land conversions were gazetted by MoEF, such as converting protection forests into cultivation areas (Bappeda, 2009).

On January 14, 2009, the Governor formally lodged a proposal on the changes of the 594,047 ha of TGHK forest zones; the proposal was intended to be incorporated in the province spatial plan of MoEF (at the time was Ministry of Forestry/MoF)\(^1\), which responded by establishing a Timdu with Decree No. 676/Menhut-VII/2009 dated October 15, 2009. The research team worked for six months to make scientific recommendations as the basis for the Minister to evaluate the province’s proposal. In the early months of the following year, the Governor lodged a revised proposal because the initial proposal failed to cover forest changes into non-forest uses (Area Penggunaan Lain/APL); the proposal was also revised to accommodate old villages (Kampung Tua) and community-cultivated lands that have already existed. As the assessment process was dragging on, Timdu’s mandate was renewed on September 22, 2010. The following two years saw multiple revisions with new maps as several districts/cities failed to meet the minimum forest coverage of 30% of the land area. The last revision sent on December 12, 2012, aimed to obtain the signature of all regents/mayors in the province. Overall, Kepri Province has submitted seven proposals for forest changes.

4.2. Production of scientific basis for forest changes

The Timdu for land use change in Kepri Province was chaired by an expert from the Indonesian Institute of Sciences and consisted of three experts (academics) from universities, 12 MoEF experts, four inter-ministry experts, three provincial (Kepri) representatives, and a representative from the Indonesian Association of Forest Concession Holders. Looking at the composition, although it is expected to bridge the interests of MoEF and the provincial government, Timdu is more representing the interests of MoEF to keep as much as the forestland and prevent conversion into other uses.

---

\(^1\) to avoid confusion, this paper uses MoEF throughout
More importantly, the Timdu is not a scientific/research team *per se*, rather a fact-finding team. As stipulated by Law No. 32/2009 on the Protection and Management of the Environment, the team conducted the Strategic Environmental Assessment (*Kajian Lingkungan Hidup Strategis/KLHS*) on the potential impacts of the proposed forest changes. Due to the relatively short time frame (six months), the team adopted a quick appraisal/rapid assessment method, comprising an assessment on the potential impacts of a policy/program and identification of alternative strategies to mitigate the adverse impacts (Sudarwanto, 2010). However, the rapid assessment method heavily relies on the professional judgements of experts using their experience (Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup, 2011). It is often said to only be relevant for less complex problems in contrast to the high potential consequences of forest changes (Widodo et al., 2012). In addition, the rapid approach was considered insufficient to provide a comprehensive analysis on the main issues that are required in KLHS, that is, promoting strategic policy decisions based on sustainability principles, exercising alternative livelihoods, and ensuring democratic (participatory) processes (International Association for Impact Assessment, 2002). As such, the findings and discoveries were not based on careful scientific procedures and steps, and their validity and reliability can thus be questioned.

In October 2012, Timdu submitted its assessment report to MoEF. It found differences between the actual land use and MoEF’s TGHK maps produced in 1986 and 1987. For example, many areas were undeclared as forests in the TGHK maps, were forested or at least fell under MoEF’s definitions of forests. Therefore, Timdu recommended lands to be transformed into forests. The team also found land uses other than forests in forest zones. Overall, Timdu recommended changes of a total forest land area of 517,166 ha (23,872 ha of which are DPCLS forests), instead of 594,047 ha as proposed by the Governor (Kemenhut, 2012).

However, MoEF doubted the sufficiency, validity, and reliability of the data provided by Timdu. Interestingly in this respect is that Timdu is technically an MoEF team member. The recommendations made using a rapid assessment became an area of high concern. MoEF argued that Timdu’s report lacked the analysis on environmental carrying capacities (Kemenhut, 2012). MoEF doubted the analysis, which was mostly qualitative, relying on the personal views and experiences of the experts (professional judgments). The ministry’s technical team, which reviewed Timdu’s recommendations by using its own interpretations of satellite imagery and driven by the political interests of maintaining the forest status, approved the changes of only 6,734 ha DPCLS forests. The ministry’s technical team ignored the actual non-forest land uses (e.g., residential, mining fields) within the lands gazetted as forest zones.

4.3. Political battles using different data

MoEF forwarded the findings and recommendations of its own technical team to DPR RI on June 27, 2013 for an approval of 6,734 ha DPCLS forests in Kepri Province. On October 1, 2013, DPR RI invited the then Director General of Forest Planning (now DG PKTL) for an official hearing. The presentations of the MoEF team focused on the materials prepared by its technical team and rarely elaborated Timdu’s findings (DPR, 2014a). Some members of DPR RI, as stated in the Minutes of Meetings, felt that they failed to receive adequate explanation from the Ministry regarding the changes of DPCLS forests, including Timdu’s findings. Other members argued that DPR RI had been *fait accompli* by the Ministry and considered the Ministry to only expect the legislative body as a “rubber stamp” (DPR, 2014b).

On the following day, DPR RI held another hearing with the Governor of Kepri. Timdu’s findings and recommendations continued to be underused, leading to the hesitation of DPR RI to make decisions. DPR RI decided to conduct field visits from October 17 to 19, 2013 to obtain improved data and information. For the field visits, DPR RI established a working committee (*Panitia Kerja/Panja*). The Panja found that some areas, which were claimed by MoEF as forests, are used as residential areas, industrial sites, and tourism destinations. DPR RI finally approved the changes of DPCLS forests of only 7,890 ha (DPR, 2014b). This figure is slightly above the number of MoEF but is far below the recommendations of Timdu.

The formal explanation was that DPR RI does not want to be involved in legalizing (illegal) non-forest uses of forestland. However, it failed to explain why DPR RI approved roughly a thousand
hectares of illegal non-forest used to be formally changed by MoEF. As learned by the first author of this paper (who was part of the visiting team), the approval for a small part of the DPCLS forest change was political. The approved illegal use referred to the business sites owned by those affiliated in the same political party as the Panja chairperson.

Overall, the DPR RI approval was still in MoEF’s favor because most parts of the DPCLS forests proposed for changes remained in the status of forestland. It was then used as the basis for the issuance of the Forestry Ministerial Decree No. 463/2013 dated June 27, 2013. The decision was disputed by local government institutions (provincial and district levels, that is, Batam City Chamber of Commerce, Batam Concession Agency, and the Gas Distributor Company/PT PGN) that maintained its initial proposal and filed a lawsuit in the Indonesian Ombudsman against MoEF.

In June of the following year, the Ombudsman mediated a meeting between MoEF’s DG of Forest Planning, the Secretary of Provincial Government, the local parliament of Kepri Province, and several other actors in the dispute to find a solution. The Ombudsman eventually ruled through Decree No. 802/ORI-SRT/VIII/2014 that Forestry Ministerial Decree No. 463/2013 was invalid and instead recommended the use of all Timdu’s recommendations. Moreover, the Forestry Ministerial Decree No. 463/2013 was said to potentially create business uncertainties regarding the free trade zones of Batam, Bintan, and Karimun. The Ombudsman’s ruling was further strengthened by Tanjungpinang State Administrative Court, Medan High State Administrative Court, and the Cassation Decision of the Supreme Court.

In 2015, MoEF issued the Ministerial Decree P.16 as the second amendment of P.34/2010 focusing on how the ministry uses Timdu’s recommendations for the approval of forest change proposals. On March 6, 2015, the Minister then requested the approval from the DPR RI of Timdu’s initial recommendation of changes of 23,872 ha DPCLS forests in Kepri Province. At this stage, the MoEF proposal already accommodated the interests of Kepri Province. The fact that the numbers of different institutions (MoEF and provincial government) converged did not lead to swift approval. However, new DPR RI (or its members) made political moves to obtain their own benefits from the process. In the following month, the parliament held a consultation on MoEF’s new proposal. DG PKTL was also invited for another official hearing. A new working committee (Panja) of DPR RI was established to conduct a field visit to the province in April 2015 for obtaining additional data. In response, on July 6, 2015, the provincial government of Kepri sent new data and information to the Commission IV of DPR RI to support its position. Several field visits, meetings, and consultations were made until 2020, but DPCLS forest changes are yet to be fully approved by DPR RI.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

As widely acknowledged, sound and objective scientific evidence can be a key element of good policies/political decisions. Scientists and even politicians themselves often argue that “good science facilitates good policy”. Determining how to maximize the use of scientific evidence in policy is thus a key area for further scrutiny and exploration. Political scholars have shown that although comprehensive strategies and evidence-based policy instruments are desired to solve complex forest problems such as land use conflicts, political deliberations often prohibit them (Krott, 2005; Krott and Hasanagas, 2006). This is also reflected in our study, rigor science which can be crucial for decision/ policymaking processes are not always utilized. Even flawed and weak science is more considered (Do et al., 2018). Scientific findings, data, and information are only used to the extent that they support certain interests of the actors involved in the policy processes (Böcher and Krott, 2016).

Land is a finite and precious resource, particularly in regions that are designated for economic development centers or businesses and trade zones, resembling the current condition in Kepri Province. The fierce competitions on land use are hardly surprising; interested actors use all possible resources to ensure that their interests are achieved. Many cases involving land use can be observed in Indonesia (Brockhaus et al., 2012; Setiawan et al., 2016; Fatem et al., 2018); factors that constitute forests, specifically DPCLS forests, are highly politicized in Kepri Province. Our research on the policy processes of DPCLS forest changes of Kepri Province shows a clear science-policy disconnect. We specifically find that Timdu, the scientific body that was formally expected to produce scientific
recommendations, was only utilized to accomplish, or fulfill the formal processes required by the regulatory frameworks. Looking at its composition, which is dominated by government officials and paid consultants, the team by nature is a non-scientific body, rather than a fact finding/investigation team. More importantly, the team was unsupported with adequate resources to produce rigorous and sound evidence according to the systematic and standardized procedures and methods. Timdu was seemingly designed to fail in producing good evidence.

We further observe that the limited accurate data and evidence on the constituents of DPCLS and its extent in Kepri Province were designed to allow value-based policymaking processes. Thus, scientific findings were thus largely neglected in policy processes, which were later heavily influenced by the interests of the institutions involved in the approvals of DPCLS forest changes. Do et al. (2019), employing RIU Model in assessing landscape planning in Vietnam, argue that weak integration of scientific evidence in environmental policy is often caused by the weak links between the research bodies to the political process, and the absence of support from powerful actors. We found a similar situation in our case study that Timdu’s findings were not even adopted by MoEF (or MoEF), which is technically its superior, because such results failed to fully support the Ministry’s interests to maintain the status quo of its “political forests” as laid out in TGHK maps that serve to prevent forest changes as little as possible. Meanwhile, DPR RI (or its members) pursued their own objectives to satisfy the interests of their constituents at the local level.

Overall, we find challenges in the science-policy integration processes for the DPCLS forest changes in Kepri Province. Improving the quality of scientific evidence is important. Data, information, and knowledge are sources of power (Krott et al., 2014). Research is considered the process of producing knowledge by using scientific methods and standards (Stevanov et al., 2013; Heim and Böcher, 2016), which were then regarded as “truth” and useful in making political decisions that can answer practical needs (Jasanoff, 1990). Nonetheless, quality science itself might not be sufficient. Examples are in abundance that quality science is not fully integrated in policymaking processes (for instance see Dharmawan et al., 2017). Our research presents how the transfer of science into policy making is not linear. Integrating scientific findings into policies needs a bi-directional process (Böcher and Krott, 2016), a learning process of understanding the needs, logical thinking, and values of policymakers (Maryudi, 2018). Political actors tend to make compromises with other political actors to determine how far they can take advantage of existing research results. The method and size of the research portion utilized are determined through political lobbying.
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